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Fujinon  XF 35mm f/2 R WR

· Fast, compact and lightweight f/2 prime (53mm full frame equivalent)
· Only 45,9mm length and 170 gram
· 9 elements in 6 groups with 2 aspherical elements delivers sharp, rich image quality
· Inner focus system and stepping motor provides high-speed accurate autofocus
· Weather-resistant design and can work in temperatures as low as -10°C

The “Fujinon XF 35mm f/2 R WR” offers a focal length equivalent to 53mm with the angle of view similar to that of the human eye and 
a maximum aperture of F2.0. It delivers sharp images with rich bokeh. 
The optical construction of 9 elements in 6 groups (including two aspherical elements) achieves the perfect balance of high image 
quality and compact size. The lens features the smallest diameter of the line-up and thanks to the inner focus system and stepping 
motor, it achieves an autofocus time of just 0.08 sec. 
The exterior of the lens is weather and dust-resistant and can work in temperatures as low as -10°C. The lens is ideal for any scene 
and application. This is the new standard for all photography fans.

Sharp high image quality
Lens construction of 9 elements in 6 groups delivers sharp, rich image quality even at the widest aperture of f/2.0.

Compact  and discrete
Two aspherical lenses are used to ensure a small and compact exterior. Only 45.9mm in length with a diameter of 60mm, the slim 
stylish design allows comfortable operation and draws minimum attention to the photographer, making it the perfect lens for portrait, 
street or reportage photography.

Fastest  autofocus  of 0.08 sec
An inner focus system, which moves the small and lightweight lens elements, is combined with a stepping motor to produce quiet, 
accurate and fast autofocus – a must for all snap shooters that need to capture a spontaneous moment.

All metal  exterior,  weather  and dust-resistant  and -10°C
The lens exterior uses all metal parts to ensure it is durable enough for a wide variety of shooting situations. 
The fine texture of the metal parts further enhance the shooting experience and ensure it can be operated easily and accurately with 
wet or gloved hands. The lens features a weather- and dust-resistant structure with eight seals on the lens barrel keeping the lens 
protected from rain, dust and splashes of water when shooting outdoors. It can also work in temperatures as low as -10°C.

Two types of lens hood
Lens hoods block unnecessary light from entering the lens to maintain the maximum optical performance. 
There are two types of lens hood available for the XF35mmF2 R WR. A lightweight and compact circular lens hood is included with it 
and a classical and stylish metal hood LH-XF35-2 is available for purchase as an optional accessory. Both lens hoods allow the front 
lens cap to be used while attached.

Beskrivelse:
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Specifikationer:

Producent Fuji

Kategori Objektiv

Objektiv type Prime

Brændvidde type Wide-angle

Objektiv mount X (Fuji)

Kompatible mounts X (Fuji)

Fullframe Nej

Special elementer/coatings 2 ED elementer samt Nano-GI coating

Macro Nej

Billedestabilisator Nej

Autofokus Ja

Vejrbestandig Ja

Intern fokus Ja

Modlysblænde Medfølger ikke

Linseelement / Gruppe 9/6

Nærgrænse 30

Blændelameller 9

Største blænde F/2

Brændvidde 35

Vægt 170

Filter diameter 43

Leverandør Fuji
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